#

Terrain Type

Description

Notes

0

The Nothing

You are standing on the edge of well, nothing. The planet Not used in game – Display
seems to have broken up into little pieces that drift about. for debug only
In the distance a cute young twink is riding what looks like
a giant feathered muppet and yelling something that
sounds like moonchild. You ignore him, and get the feeling
you should head back the way you came. (NOTE:
Something is VERY wrong with the game. You should
save your game and check for a update or at least get a
new copy of the defworld.wad file!)

1

Mountain Peak

You are at the peak of a mountain. You can see little but
60
rain forest covered mountains and valleys for miles
around. As you look carefully you think you might have
caught a few puffs of smoke rising from the forest but your
not sure.

2

Mountain Ridge

You are on the ridge of some form of a mountain. The
90
terrain is rough and difficult to travel, but the ridge is easier
to travel than the mountain side below you.

3

Mountain Side

You are on the side of what looks to be a heavily forested
mountain. Giant trees and vines hang everywhere. It is
difficult to navigate even a few feet, not to mention any
distance.

240 min

4

Valley

You are in a thick rainforest valley. It's impossible to see
very far either in front or behind you. The sounds of the
local wildlife ring in your ears, but you are unable to see
anything moving other than trees, vines and plants.

180 min

5

Jungle

You are in a think jungle. Movement is very slow and the
sounds of wildlife ring in your ears, but you are unable to
see anything moving other than trees and vines.

120 min

6

River

You are at a rivers edge. The water appears to be relativity 60 min (swim)
calm, but it is moving at a rather rapid rate. Occasionally
you can see the tell tail sign of life as some form of fish
breaks the surface or a strange bird swoops in for a meal.

7

River Bridge

You are at a rivers edge and low and behold, an obvious
60 min
sign of intelligent life! Across the river is an very old vine
and wooden bridge. It's obviously old as moss has taken
up living on both the wooden planks and the thick vines
that hold it up, however the center of the bridge is clear, an
obvious sign the bridge has been used at least relativity
recently.

8

River Barge

90 min

9

City

10

Island
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